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By constructing the proper Green function and using fixed point theorems, concerned with the existence of positive 
solutions for the Sturm-Liouville boundary value problem with strong singularity, we obtain two existence theorems 
of at least one positive solution. 
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1. Introduction 
For the following Sturm-Liouville boundary value problem(BVP):  
           
     


















                                  (1.1) 
where Ȝ is a positive parameter, a(t)  0ˈp(t)  0. If there exists t0 [0,1] such that p(t0) = 0, then Sturm-
Liouville BVP is called singularity at t0, if    ,dttp f³
1
0
1  is called weak singularity, and if 
   ,dttp f ³
1
0






D , the Sturm-Liouville BVP is called Į order 
singularity at t0. Clearly, when 0 < Į < 1, it is weak singularity, and when Į  1, it is strong singularity. 
Recent years, many papers are interest in the existence of positive solutions of Sturm-Liouville BVP, 
and obtain many interesting results[1-9]. 
Reference [1-4], concerned with the different conditions for f (t, u), authors obtained the existence of 
positive solutions of Sturm-Liouville BVP with weak singularity. 
Reference [8, 9] obtained the existence of positive solutions of Sturm-Liouville BVP with strong 
singularity, but the singularity are not exceed one order. 
In this paper, we consider the following BVP 
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                                    (1.2) 
and always assume that t0 = 0. The other conditions are listed: 
(H1) > @ > @  > @ > @ .R,,,Cf,,,,Cp fuf 010010
(H2)    > @            ,trr,r,rr,,Ctr 0111000102 tc!c  c 











(H4) Įi, ȕi  0 for i=1, 2,
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Remark 1.1 By (H2) and (H3), (1.2) may be a Sturm-Liouville BVP with strong singularity. For example, 




     ,dttp f ³
1
0
1 then (H2) and (H3) hold. 
2. Preliminary 
Theorem 2.1 Suppose (H1)~ (H5) holds. Then for any  1,0f Lv , the solutions of following BVP 
        
      



































                                               (2.1) 
can be expressed in the form 
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 ³ WW0 and G(t, s) was defined by(H5). 





































By (H2), we know that  
 
  fc³ dttr
tv1
0















then we may assume 
    
 
  



















where N(v) is a positive constant depending of v. 
Remark 2.2  If v(t)0, it follows from Theorem2.1 that  
G(t, s) G(t, t), G(t, s) G(s, s), which imply 
    
 
   





































































where ȡ, Ȝ are defined as (1.3). 
Let v(t) = 1 and      dssVs,tGtw a³ 
1
0
 . Then  
 
 










Here ý·ý denotes the supremum norm on C[0,1]. Obviously w(t) is the unique solution to (2.1) for 
v(t)Ła(t). 
Lemma 2.1 Let > @  ^ .`0:,1,0 t  txXxKCX  Suppose XXT o:  is completely continuous. 
Define KTX o:T  by 
      ^ `tztyty ,max T  for ,TXy  
 where   > @   0,1,01 t tzCtz  is a given function. Thus KXT o:DT , is also a completely continuous 
operator. The proof is in [4]. 
3. Existence of positive solutions 
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Let > @  ^ `0:,1,0 t  txXxKCX and suppose (H1)~ (H5) hold in all the following results. 
Theorem 3.1 Suppose there are 0!! Mh such that 
 












                              (3.1) 
where 










   



















0 ,                                         (3.2)
when Ȝ[b,c), (1.2) has at least one positive solution y(t) satisfying 0 < Mw(t)  y(t), 0 < t <1 and ýyý  
h. 
Proof. Let  










and define XKT o: by 
         .t,dssx,sf,sVs,tGtTx * 10 1
0
dd ³O                              (3.3) 
Now we prove that T is a completely continuous operator on K. 
Given a function uX, for each İ > 0, there exist į > 0 such that   
     acNvtfutf
H ,,max ** , 
for any G vuXv , . 
Since 
         
 
  





, , , , 0,1 .
a t f t u t r t
V t f t u t a s f s u s ds t





Then due to Remark 2.1 
       tvtftVtutftV ,,,, ** 
 
        
 
  
        * * * *2 0, , , ,
ta t r t
f t u t f t v t a s f s u s f s v s ds
r t r t
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max , , ,
ta t r t
f t u f t v G t s a s ds dt
r t r t
O
§ ·
¨ ¸d  x 
¨ ¸
© ¹
³ ³  
     vtfutfacN ,,max ** d H , 
thus T is continuous operator. 
    Now we prove that T injects a bounded subset BK onto a relatively compact set in X. 
For any function x(t)B and ýxý  C, where C is a positive constant, then 
        ³ 
1
0
* ,,, dssxsfsVstGtTx O





Noticing   sxtfCx ,, *d  is consistent continuous, then    dssxsfsV³
1
0
* ,, is bounded by a positive 
constant A. And T is consistent bounded. 




2121 ,,,, dssxsfsVstGstGtTxtTx O                              
   s,tGs,tGmaxA




Since G(t,s) is continuous on [0,1]×[0,1], then for any İ, exist į > 0, when G 21 tt , such that  





dd 211  0
, 
so  
      H 21 tTxtTx . 
Then T is a completely continuous operator. 
For the operator KX o:T  defined by  
    ^ `0,max tyty  T .                                                     (3.4) 
Lemma2.1 implies that KKT o:DT  also is completely continuous. 
Take  
^ `hxXx  : : , given :wu , 
set  
 @    ^ `0,,:1,0 * t tutftVtI . 
Then  
             ^ `0,,,,max 1
0
* dssusfsVstGtuT ³ OT D  
                            dssusfsVstG
I³d ,,,
*O  




  01  0
 
     ³dddd
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For   uuTu z:w DT, , it follows that  
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^ ` 10,,deg  : TIK DT , 
where Kdeg  stands for the degree in cone K. Then TDT  has a fixed point :y . So in both the cases 
TDT  and T have a fixed point :y [10]. 
Now we claim that  
   10 t t),t(MwtTy .                                                           (3.5) 
Otherwise there is t0[0,1] such that 






.                                (3.6) 
If t0 = 0, exist 1! nn tt  and o 0nt  such that     LLtutMw nnn d  , where ^ ` 0!nL  is a constant 
sequence, and       0dcc nn tTytwM . 
Notice the boundary condition in (1.2), which implies 0,0 11 ! ED  and  













Next we prove 
     ]1,0[,0 ! ttTytMw .                                                                  (3.7) 
Suppose the contrary, there exist  @10,t   such that  
     >       000  ! tTytMw,t,t,tTytMw . 
By (1.2), then for any > t,t 0 , 




§ cc tTytwMtp  




a t f t u t Ma t dt p t Mw t Ty tO cc   ³  
                                       0 1min , ,nt n n nt ta t b f t Mw t M dt p t Mw t Ty td d cª º ct   ¬ ¼³ Let o 0nt ,  




§ cc tTytwMtp .  
So     tTytMw  is increasing for > @1,0t , i.e., 
          000 ! t LtTytMwtTytMw , > @1,0t . 
This is impossible, then (3.7) hold. 
However  





,,,0,0 dssysfsVsGdssMVsG a O  
     




































































WWWW . (3.8) 
A contradiction to (3.7). We get that when t0 = 0ˈ 
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 ),(tMwtTy t > @1,0t . 
If t0 = 1, we have       011 tcc TywM . Since both Mw(t) and (Ty)(t) satisfy the boundary condition in 
(1.2), then 
    > @         011111 22  »¼
º
«¬
ª cc TywMpTyMw ED  
which implies 0,0 22 ! ED  and then  
      011  cc TywM . 
Next we prove (3.7) holds. 
Suppose the contrary, there exists t1[0,1), such that  
     @    010 111  ! tTy)t(Mw,,tt,tTy)t(Mw .                             (3.9) 
Then for any t [ t1,1), 
        tTytptwMtp cc  




§ cc 111 TywMp  












dssysfMsa O    > @  ³ddd
1
1  0 tt
dssatMw,tfminbM =0, 
i.e.,       0dcc tTytwM , 
and  
          01111 ! t LTyMwtTytMw , 
a contradiction to (3.6), so (3.7) holds. We can also get the result (3.8), i.e., a contradiction to (3.7), thus, 
when t0 =1,    ),(tMwtTy t > @1,0t . 
Finally, if t0(0,1), such that 
    000  cc tTy)t(wM . 
We are able to show that    )(tMwtTy t respectively in [0, t0] and in [t0, 0]in the same way as above. 
So we get    )(tMwtTy t , > @1,0t .Then   yTyyT   DT  and y(t) is a positive solution of (1.2). 
Theorem 3.2  Suppose       00,,00, zt tftatf  and there is h > 0 such that 
      








,                                         (3.10) 
where      utftVutftV ,,,,,
~
 are defined as in theorem 3.1. When 0<Ȝ <c, (1.2) has at least one positive 
solution y(t) satisfying hy 0 . 
Proof. Let 








0   0
0     
In a similar way we can show that TDT  has a fixed point :y , where ^ `hxKx  : :  and T 
defined by(3.3). 
We claim that    0ttTy  for t [0,1].Otherwise there is t0 [0,1] such that  
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,                                              (3.11) 
then we show that  
   > @1,0,0  ttTy .                                                     (3.12) 
If t0 = 0,there is a positive constant sequence ^ `f 1nnt , satisfying  

fo
 0lim nn t ,    LLtTy nn ! ,     0t
c
ntTy . 
Noticing the boundary condition of (1.2), get  























which implies 0,0 11 ! ED ,and then 










    tTytp c  










ª c ³  
   > @     nntt * tTytpdsy,sfsan
c ³O . 
Let o 0nt , then     ,tTy 00 d c H i.e.,    tTy c  is decreasing for t[0,1]. So 
      > @10    00 ,t,LTytTy  d . 
Therefore (3.12) holds. However, similar the proof of (3.8), we get  
         0,,,00 1
0
* t ³ dssysfsVsGTy O ,                                             (3.13) 
a contradiction to (3.12). Thus    0ttTy , > @1,0t , holds at t0 = 0. 
If t0 = 0, by the boundary condition of (1.2), we have  
        0111 22  c TypTy ED , 
which implies 0,0 22 ! ED  and     01  cTy . 
If (3.12) don’t hold, there exists t1[0,1) such that 
    @    0,1,,0 11   tTytttTy . 
Then for any t [ t1,1), 
                           tTytpTyp cc 11 , 









                           01 d ³ dssy,sfsa *tO  
i.e.,     > 10 1 ,tt,tTy tc , 
and then  




    01
1
c ³ LdssTyL t , 
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a contradiction to (3.11). Thus (3.12) holds, and similarly, we can obtain (3.13) too. Then the 
contradiction is similar to the case t0 = 0.  
Thus    0ttTy , > @1,0t , holds at t0 = 1. 
When t0 (0,1), get     00  c tTy . If (3.12) does not hold, then there is 1t >   @1,,0 00 tt *  such that 
   01  tTy  and     01,,0 ttttTy  or  ., 10 ttt   
Without loss of generality, we can show    0ttTy , respectively in > @0,0 t  and > @1,0t  by the same way 
above. 
Thus    0ttTy , > @1,0t  holds. Then   TyyT  DT , i.e., y(t) is a nonnegative solution of BVP(1.2) . 
In addition     00, ztfta  in > @1,0 .Therefore hy 0 . 
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